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Always dream and shoot higher than you know you can do.
Don’t bother just to be better than your contemporaries or predecessors.
Try to be better than yourself.

— William Faulkner

The Force Of Nature organization and its various forerunners have followed the evolution of LUNATIC ENVIRONMENTAL-TERRORISM for over a quarter century, as early as 1982.

Force Of Nature Reports are THE WHOLE TRUTH FROM AN INDEPENDENT PERSPECTIVE from National Organization Responding Against HUJE that seek to harm the Green Space Industry (NORAHG). Don’t thank us. It’s a public service. And we are glad to do it.

Many FON Reports provide a sequence of historical events WITH COMMENTARY, the neutrality of which might be disputed.

It is a LINK DATABASE created to support efforts to fight and exterminate the Environmental-Lunatic-Vermin with reports developed for the education and entertainment of the reader.

Environmental-Lunatic-Vermin, or HUJE, are Lying Sacs of Cwap who rely of Junk Science, Fear-Mongering, and Terrorism to SCAM and DECEIVE the public into believing there is some IMAGINARY DANGER with the use of conventional pest control products that are otherwise SCIENTIFICALLY SAFE for health and environment.

Force Of Nature Reports were launched for CONTINUOUS transmission on the Internet on January 1st, 2009. However, the VERY FIRST Stand-Alone Force Of Nature Report was issued on September 19th, 2008.

By early 2009, the reports were released no more than five times per week, but by August 25th, 2009, Force Of Nature was produced on a DAILY basis.


Uncle Adolph is an organization that operates INDEPENDENTLY from NORAHG and Force Of Nature, and its activities are restricted to posting and archiving.
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Edmonton, Alberta
— Fight Towards Victory Against Prohibition-Terror

Edmonton
Alberta Conspiracy to Prohibit Pest Control Products

Edmonton is the capital of the Province of Alberta, in Western Canada, with a population of over 700,000, with its metropolitan area over 1,000,000.

Edmonton is the latest city in Alberta to be INFESTED with PROHIBITION-TERRORIST-VERMIN.

In the City of Edmonton, LUNATIC-TERRORIST-PROHIBITION WILL FAIL!

LUNATIC-TERRORIST-PROHIBITION of pest control products and the resulting Pesticide-Free turf maintenance programs have RUINED Urban Green Spaces in both Canada and America.

The MUNICIPAL CARNAGE of implementing and enforcing NEEDLESS, SENSELESS, and MALICIOUS PROHIBITION of pest control products is costing from HUNDREDS OF
THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS TO TENS OF MILLIONS OF DOLLARS PER YEAR FOR EACH MUNICIPALITY!

So far, the MUNICIPAL CARNAGE of LUNATIC-TERRORIST-PROHIBITION across Canada has cost the public HUNDREDS OF MILLIONS OF DOLLARS.

On the subject of the safety of pest control products, Enviro-Lunatics LIE and LIE and LIE and LIE.

On February 23rd, 2011, the Lunatic-Basterds kept on LYING, and the HEROES spoke out against them.

All audio clips are courtesy of Pesticide Truths.
2010 10 21 — EDMONTON ( ALBERTA ) CONSPIRACY TO PROHIBIT PEST CONTROL PRODUCTS — Canadian Cancer Society ( Prohibition-Terrorist-Organization ) — The Cancer-BASTERS Have Infested Winnipeg — Edmonton Government Officials Coerced, Intimidated, & Terrorized by Canadian-Cancer-Society — Prohibition will ANNIHILATE the Professional Lawn Care Industry by inflicting LOSS OF REVENUES, BUSINESS FAILURES, BANKRUPTCY, UNEMPLOYMENT, leading to DESPAIR and DESTITUTION for HUNDREDS of HAPLESS VICTIMS in Edmonton

FON Report —


2011 02 19 — EDMONTON ( ALBERTA ) CONSPIRACY TO PROHIBIT PEST CONTROL PRODUCTS — Lunatics Speak Out — Raquel Feroe ( Enviro-Lunatic Methadone-Dispensing Doctor ) — Canadian Association of Physicians for the Environment ( Prohibition-Terrorist-Organization ) — CAPE-Lunatics LIE and LIE and LIE and LIE — LUNATIC-TERRORIST-PROHIBITION WILL FAIL ! — Pesticide-Free Will DOUBLE Edmonton’s Weed Control Budget, Reaching 14 MILLION DOLLARS — Because of LUNATIC-TERRORIST-PROHIBITION, Pesticide-Free Urban Green Spaces are over-run by invasive and damaging weeds and insects, and LOOK LIKE GARBAGE DUMPS — Enviro-Lunatic-Health-Care-Workers are NOT COMPETENT to give advice

FON Report —


2011 02 20 — EDMONTON ( ALBERTA ) CONSPIRACY TO PROHIBIT PEST CONTROL PRODUCTS — Pesticide Report Draws Criticism From Cape-Lunatic-Methadone-Doctor Raquel Feroe — More Alleged Overwhelming SECRET Body of Evidence that Pest Control Products Cause Cancer

Pesticide Truths Report —

2011 02 26   — EDMONTON ( ALBERTA ) CONSPIRACY TO PROHIBIT PEST CONTROL PRODUCTS — HERO Speaking Out Against Environmental-Terror — David Montgomery — The Great Lawn Defender — Edmonton ( Alberta ) Conspiracy to Prohibit Pest Control Product — Standing Tall Against Terrorists On His Turf — A CHAMPION OF THE TAX-PAYER who’d rather the government just STEP OFF THEIR LAWN — If it’s a LEGAL PRODUCT that I can buy, and it’s been PROVEN SAFE, what authority does a specific body have to say, « No, you can’t »? — I don’t think it’s right to ban [pesticides] anywhere

Pesticide Truths Report — David Montgomery Interview in The National Post Newspaper


FON Report  —


Audio Clip (4½-Minutes) — Presentation  —


Audio Clip (1½-Minutes) — Question and Answer — Ontario Class Action Lawsuit

2011 02 23 — EDMONTON ( ALBERTA ) CONSPIRACY TO PROHIBIT PEST CONTROL PRODUCTS — Committee Minutes

Pesticide Truths Report — All Audio Clips —


JESEN, Ashley ( Screaming and Condescending Non-Expert Cancer-Lunatic-Vixen and Paid-For-Profit-Lobbyist ) — Canadian-Cancer-Society ( Prohibition-Terrorist-Organization ) — Spokesman for Gideon Forman ( CAPE-Lunatic ) and Canadian Association of Physicians for the Environment ( Another Prohibition-Terrorist-Organization ) — 2011 02 23

Excerpts —

<< Pesticides pose a threat to human health, particularly for children. >> [ Wrong ! ]

<< Following the Toronto ban, the number of lawn care and landscaping businesses grew each year, and in Halifax, a number of companies increased by fifty-three per cent in the five years following the enactment of the ban. >> [ Jensen LIES and LIES and LIES and LIES. ]

<< The organic lawn care industry is booming in the East. >> [ Wrong ! The organic lawn care industry is now in the throes of bankruptcy and destitution. ]

< Companies like Weed Man have completely switched to organic products [ only because they were forced to do so by malicious prohibitions ], and one representative from the company has noted that the ban has been really no issue at all. >> [ In fact, customer losses have been horrendous, profit margins have been severely eroded, and franchise-owners are abandoning their businesses. ]

Audio Clip ( 4½-Minutes ) —

KEAYS, G. — Alberta Health Services (Provincial Government Agency) — 2011 02 23

Excerpts —

<< We are starting to hear issues around the effect of broad-leaved weeds on playing fields, and their becoming a TRIPPING and INJURY hazard. >>

<< Ragweed is not an issue for me, but is certainly is a HEALTH ISSUE for other people. >>

Audio Clip (6-Minutes) —


KELLY, Ed (Hero Speaking Out Against LUNATIC-TERRORIST-PROHIBITION) — Industrial Vegetation Management Association of Alberta (Trade Association) — 2011 02 23

Excerpts —

<< If we take that part of it away [using herbicides for clearing power lines] we DO know what the costs are — it would roughly DOUBLE THE COST OF ELECTRICITY. >>

<< I find it interesting that some of these products [BOGUS Green Alternatives] are labelled SOFTER. In order to control ALLL weeds, we NOTHING growing near these things [i.e. power lines]. We can look at putting down concrete, or we can look at some of the SOFTER herbicides, as they’re called. The use of HUGE AMOUNTS of VINEGAR, ACETIC ACID, or some of the IRON PRODUCTS, again HEAVY METAL. I’m not sure we’re not improving the environmental effects, and we’re certainly going to cost a lot more if we’re putting down HUGE AMOUNTS of these products. >>

Audio Clip (4½-Minutes) —

MacLEOD, Peter (Hero Speaking Out Against LUNATIC-TERRORIST-PROHIBITION) — CropLife Canada (Manufacturer Trade Association) — 2011 02 23

Excerpts —

<< The debate has become convoluted and confused. >>

<< The debate is ... which tools should be allowed to be used. The ones registered by Health Canada, or a subset of those. >>

<< This is NOT a health debate. All pesticides MUST meet the high standards of safety set by Health Canada. A REASONABLE CERTAINTY OF NO HARM. And this includes an extensive cancer assessment. >>

<< Nobody disputes that urban green spaces benefit health, both mental and physical, the environment, and the economy. >>

<< There is NO scientific merit for safety differentiation between a natural or a synthetic pesticide. ALL pesticides are regulated in the same way, with stated standard of NO HARM. >>

Audio Clip (3½-Minutes) —


• McINTOSH, Jock — Alberta Environment (Provincial Government Agency) — 2011 02 23

Excerpts —

<< [After the prohibition of Weed-and-Feed products], Edmontonians are looking for a replacement to Weed-and-Feed, and, what we are seeing ... what we really didn’t want to see ... the driving up of the active ingredient [of Corn Gluten Meal] in the city. And, we’re not sure that this is really an effective alternative. >>

<< We are going to see an INCREASE in the application rates with products that are softer and more non-conventional, and well as in frequency of applications. >>

<< We have make sure that ANYTHING that we are using, even alternatives that we recommend to people, are REGISTERED for use in Canada. They CANNOT be used in products that are NOT LEGAL. That would include even things like Corn Gluten Meal,
vinegar, salts, and even gasoline, has to be registered as a pesticide, if you are going to use it for that purpose. >>

Audio Clip (14-Minutes) —


McKINNON, Sharon (Hero Speaking Out Against LUNATIC-TERRORIST-PROHIBITION) — Crop Sector Working Group (Trade Association) — 2011 02 23

Excerpts —

<< Pesticide bans are based more on EMOTIONS than REAL SCIENCE. >>

<< It is NOT a great leap of faith to see FURTHER PRESSURE to BAN AGRICULTURAL PESTICIDES at a time when we will need to feed an extra three billion people by the year 2050. >>

<< The agriculture industry is NOT INTERESTED in ANY pesticide BANS. >>

<< The crop industry uses pesticides. It is a COST to farmers. They are NOT over-applying. They are NOT interested in seeing any kind of ban. >>

Audio Clip (2-Minutes) —


MILLS, Cecily (Screaming Non-Expert Lunatic-Resident) — 2011 02 23

Audio Clip (5-Minutes) —

We are living in the 9/11 Era of Environmental Terror!

Force Of Nature

Reports

FON

Read all about Enviro-Lunatics and their Environmental-Terror-Organizations in Force of Nature!

The Whole Truth from an Independent Perspective!

Pest control products are federally legal, scientifically safe, and totally irreplaceable!

Environmental terrorism can be beaten!

Learn all about Enviro-Lunatics and their myths, deceptions, fear-mongering, fraudulent lies, misconceptions, coercion, threats, terror, and paranoid conspiracies.
We are living in the 9/11 Era of Environmental Terror!

The COMPLETE Force Of Nature Library of Reports

Library, History, Links, News, and Videos

http://www.mediafire.com/?43v1c0wczx341
We are living in the 9/11 Era of Environmental Terror!

Pesticide Truths

65,000+ Reads So Far

LIBRARY, HISTORY, LINKS, NEWS, AND VIDEOS

http://pesticidetruths.com/
&
http://uncleadolph.blogspot.com/

How to Use the “Scribd” Search Feature within Pesticide Truths

PLEASE FOLLOW THE LINK BELOW ...

We must defend the industry, whatever the cost may be.